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Abstract: The European intTT project “An Integral Teacher Training for Developing Digital and Communicative
Competences and Subject Content Learning at Schools” deals with initial teacher training in primary and
secondary School. The general objective of the project is to train future school teachers in order to improve the
development of communicative and digital competences in pupils, using model materials which meld language
and information technology with scientific and humanistic content across different subjects of the primary and
secondary school curriculum.
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1. Introduction
It seems convenient to start this article with a brief description of the project concerning the Consortium, the
aims and outputs, and the target groups involved in the project. We think the project title “An Integral Teacher
Training for Developing Digital and Communicative Competencies and Subject Learning at Schools” can give a
clear idea of its main aim, as it intends to train student teachers through a methodology that favours pupils’
acquisition of subject content learning, digital and communicative competences. The Consortium consists of six
Universities, Alcalá (Spain), Coordinator University, Comenius of Bratislava (Slovakia), Leicester (United
Kingdom), Lisbon (Portugal), Helsinki (Finland) and Karadeniz Technical University of Trabzon (Turkey). The
project partners are experts in ICT, Teacher Training, Language, Applied Linguistics, Sciences and Humanities
and have been working together in different European projects. The project, financed by the European
Commission, started in November 2009 and will finish in October 2012.
The expected outputs are:

A methodology integrating communicative and digital competences with subject content learning fostering
significant use of different digital tools.

Materials: didactic activities and suggestions to develop subject content learning in pupils, communicative
and digital competences. Both didactic activities and suggestions are included in six CDs (one per partner).

Mobility of student teachers in April 2012.

Evaluation plan to ensure quality which has been planned in two levels: external and internal.

Research and dissemination at national and international levels to spread project impact through:

Project web-site http://www.helsinki.fi/integralteacher/index.html.


Corresponding author: Lina Sierra, Ph.D, Senior Lecturer, Department of Modern Languages, research areas: English language,
literature, applied linguistics and teacher training. E-mail: lina.sierra@uah.es.
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Research and dissemination activities such as: meetings, seminars, papers and posters in Conferences,
articles in Conference Proceedings, Journals, etc.
Three target groups are identified with different level of involvement in the project:

High: student teachers are supposed to be the most important group, as the project is addressed to them. Also
tutors and mentors, highly involved in student teachers’ training, especially in the implementation of the CDs and
in the mobility plan.

Medium: pupils, teachers, schools, educational community and authorities, as the CDs are implemented at
schools.

Low: other universities, schools, authorities and long life learning teachers. These groups have got in touch
with the project through dissemination activities done by partners.

2. Project Approach
The project develops a methodology which combines communicative and digital competences and subject
content to improve the acquisition of both competences and content learning at the same time. This integrated
methodology is supposed to make some changes in the approach and attitude of student teachers as future teachers.
The question is why the partners of the project have decided to design this methodology. The answer is that
project partners are convinced of the need of training teachers with an integrated methodology that takes into
account a good command of language to improve communicative competence, the use of technology and digital
tools to command ICT and the learning of subject content as something global and not apart, and this is due to
several reasons:

digital and communicative competences have been identified as key competences for lifelong learning,

they are closely related to subject content learning, and also to personal and professional development in
today’s society,

and, consequently, a good achievement of digital and communicative competences are needed for all areas of
employment, then their acquisition should start in compulsory education.
So, the role of teachers is changing, and initial teacher training should be adapted trying to improve
traditional practice in teaching. If we consider the results of the different International Research Projects PISA,
they have been showing that the acquisition of subject content and digital and communicative competences of
pre-university students from several European countries is not very successful.
Concerning communicative competence, we think that language and communication can open pupils’ minds
to understand subject content and reality, so communicative competence should be a relevant aim in the lesson of
Mathematics, Physics, Geography, History, Art, etc. as it is in a lesson of Language, this is why we defend a
change of attitude in teachers and we try to design didactic materials containing linguistic strategies to improve
communicative competence. These are the typical strategies employed by Language teachers in their lessons but
these strategies are not normally incorporated in other subjects at schools, on the contrary teachers are constrained
by the syllabus whatever the subject is, and they have no time to know whether their pupils understand the
concepts they explain to them or not. It seems obvious that pupils need to follow teachers’ explanations in any
lesson or when reading a text they need to understand the main and secondary ideas appearing in there or in a
problem statement they should catch what it is expressed in order to solve the problem. Furthermore,
communicative competence is usually very poor in young people due to several reasons: reading has been
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forgotten in favour of a visual world, thus pupils have difficulties in expression and their lexis is extremely
reduced too, however a good command in more than one language is required to face the competitive world of
work in today’s complex and global society. The same applies to digital media, though most students and pupils
are familiar with ICT, they are usually limited to copy and paste, which provokes bad habits in learning and no
benefits in the acquisition of significant content in any subject.
As far as subject content is concerned, there are several reasons why pupils fail in acquiring content
knowledge, one is their linguistic poverty, as it has been said, but there are some others that can affect the teaching
learning process, for example, the dissociation between reality and subject content or, sometimes, prejudice
against some scientific subjects as most pupils think that Mathematics, Physics or Chemistry are more difficult
than other subjects in the area of Humanities. These facts have also been confirmed by PISA reports. So, this
project tries to palliate these problems by means of presenting an integral formative teacher training.
Considering the above mentioned aspects, the intTT project designs an integral methodology which includes the:

significant use of digital media,

use of digital media and tools both as objective of learning and as communication tools,

ability to use digital media and tools for the implementation of materials,

development of critical analysis by pupil’s so as to drive significant learning,

development of linguistic strategies which improve communicative competence both in mother tongue and in
foreign language,

acquisition of subject content in different areas in Science and Humanities.
Following this methodology, and as ICT is essential in the project it has been agreed that the University of
Alcalá will work with Internet, video, blog and e-portfolio, however other Universities will also employ wiki,
videoconference, moodle, etc. Concerning subject content, there has been a similar agreement, and the University
of Alcalá has selected Spanish as mother tongue, English as a foreign language, Literature, Art, History,
Geography, Culture, Political and Social Concerns.

3. Didactic Materials (CDs)
CDs are one of the most relevant outcomes of the project, they consist of two modules one in mother tongue,
and the other in English to allow for transference across cultures, so we will present the CD designed by the
University of Alcalá following the criteria agreed in partners’ meetings. Then in our CD, module I, in English,
presents didactic activities addressed to secondary school pupils while, module II, in Spanish, is addressed to
primary school pupils. Both modules include didactic suggestions and recommendations to help student teachers
in the implementation and exploitation of the activities at schools.
The activities will not be only used in initial teacher training courses where they will be presented and
discussed, but obviously we will not have the real context, so they will be implemented in real lessons at primary
and secondary schools under the supervision of mentors and university tutors. This implementation is also
designed as an evaluation strategy of the methodological approach and the didactic materials (CDs) that have been
produced. A first master CD is elaborated and once it is implemented it can be modified according to evaluation
results, and after the required modifications, if any, the final CD is achieved.
Furthermore, mobility programme, which will be held in April 2012, can also be an assessment tool as
student teachers from every University travel to the other partner countries to attend, observe and, in some cases,
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give lessons at schools, supervised by mentors. This programme, held during two weeks, can be a good test to
implement the activities at schools and to compare, check and evaluate their suitability and viability. In this article,
we intend to focus on the didactic activities addressed to pupils to show how subject content, communicative and
digital competences are integrated, and we will dedicate especial attention to module I as it is in English.
3.1 Didactic Activities Addressed to Pupils
The didactic activities, based on the project methodology intend, in an integrated way, to:

improve communicative competence of the pupils developing the following communicative
components:

the four linguistic skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing,

linguistic knowledge and use of rule governed language (lexis, syntax and pronunciation),

sociolinguistic cultural appropriateness in context, and

discourse structure: cohesion and coherence.

develop digital competence:

provoking a significant use of digital competence in student teachers and pupils,

provoking a change of attitude in student teachers and pupils:

making them aware that digital competence is an essential resource for learning,

avoiding the weak use of digital competence as copy and paste.

achieve subject content through digital competence tools:

identifying and reflecting on the relation of the subject content with other subjects,

relating subject content to daily life, experiences, other contexts,

raising pupils’ awareness of the uses of subject content, and

acquiring the basic terminology needed in the subject content.
Moreover, it is also intended those pupils:

Develop/acquire the following attitudes:

their autonomy as learners,

responsibility for their own learning,

collaboration with other pupils,

communication with other pupils different from those of their school, and

use of digital tools as a communicative tool.

Develop/acquire the following transferable skills:

ability to locate information with digital tools,

searching, selecting and organizing information,

analysis and argumentation,

inference,

prediction,

critical thinking,

making decisions, and

solving problems.
3.2 Main Points Taken into Account to Design Didactic Activities
Following the criteria approved in the team meeting held in Comenius University of Bratislava (Slovakia), in
March 2010, we have considered several main points to design the didactic activities. We have:
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used authentic materials as the base of the activities, most of them taken from Internet (film, video clips,
images, maps, web page texts, etc.), though being fond of eclectic methods, we have used other sources,
for instance in the case of module I, excerpts and quotations from The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie (1961),
the novel written by Muriel Spark. We have not limited to Language and Literature, moreover, we have
used material sources dealing with other subject content, Art, Geography, History, Cultural, Political and
Social Matters,

integrated activities within a real context which can be literary, geographical, historical, cultural, political
or social context,

integrated language strategies and techniques with digital tools to develop digital and communicative
competences and subject content,

intended that language strategies are used in every lesson not only in language lessons, as it is the
general rule, as we think that this methodology can favour the acquisition of subject content, and a good
command in language ensuring a better understanding of subject concepts, and a better expression of the
content which has been assimilated,

designed activities to favour group or team work,

designed activities to foster the acquisition of transferable skills,

designed activities to enhance personal attitudes in pupils to improve personal human qualities and to
improve the process of learning at the same time.
We have also considered the pedagogical properties of the basic materials, for instance: subject content
accuracy, reliability of the information provided and their relation to other subject content and to reality. Moreover,
we have been careful with motivational aspects, in our view, these sources should be pleasant and not difficult to
be used, which implies easy access and navigation and links with other related sites.
Concerning subject content, our didactic activities deal with several subject contents, not in an isolated way
but interconnecting every activity with all the subjects and contents appearing in the respective module, then it is
important for us: curricula relevance, subject content related to other subject content and to the real world,
suitability of conceptual level, suitable language for school pupils, prompts for discussion, writings, further
research, links to other information, sites and materials and motivational aspects. We also intend that pupils
develop a series of abilities and skills at the same time they acquire content knowledge, so, we expect pupils can
be aware of subject concepts (in our case in Literature, Geography, Art, History, Culture, Political and Social
Concerns) establishing relationships among different concepts and comparing them; interpreting data or graphical
information: image interpretation; inferring and predicting information; formulating hypothesis; leading to
conclusions; using language precisely, etc.
These points, above mentioned, also apply for module II in Spanish, though the examples shown in this
article correspond to module I as it has been said. In both modules, a lot of activities are presented but this does
not mean that teachers at school should exploit all the activities appearing in the CD during their lessons. On the
contrary, we have created a great deal of activities to provide a wide material so that teachers can select those
which are more suitable and adequate for their pupils, subjects or contexts at their schools. Furthermore, as the
difficulty of activities varies, this allows teachers to choose activities for more advanced pupils, and some others
can be selected for those with a lower level of language or subject content knowledge. Another important purpose
of these activities is to ensure the transferability of the project. In the case of module I, as the activities are in
English, they can be used in Mobility action in other schools in the countries that are members of the project, and
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they can be adapted to several contexts and levels at these schools. Moreover, these activities in English can be
used in other European countries thanks to dissemination of the project, and they can sustain the life of the project
after November 2012 when the project ends.
In module II, we have chosen the cultural traditional popular local feast of Saint Isidro in Madrid, held the
15th of May every year since the sixteenth century, and from this topic we have touched Geography, History, Art,
Culture, Mathematics and, of course, Spanish as mother tongue trying to improve the communicative competence
of primary school pupils as well as their digital competence using the same tools we have employed in module I.
However in module I, subjects and topics are related to the main source which is the novel The Prime of Miss
Jean Brodie (1961) by Muriel Spark. The film with the same title, based on this book, directed by Ronald Neame
(1969), is also another basic authentic material. All subjects and topics appear integrated in this masterpiece
written by Spark, moreover Ronald Neame is loyal to the novelist and the book, especially to dialogues, though
there are some variations in the film, as it usually happens when literary works are adapted to the cinema. The
novel is so rich that permits the study of several subjects, and that is why we have selected it as the main source.
Practical activities have been developed in order to acquire subject content of various subjects: Language and
Literature, and then, linking Language and Literature with Geography, Art, History and Cultural, Political and
Social Concerns. As we have said, we foster integration of subject content, as reality is global, and Literature,
History, Geography, Art, Politics, Cultural and Social Aspects, are not isolated tiles of a mosaic. Thus, we want
our student teachers realize that content knowledge is not apart from reality so that they can teach their pupils
different subjects immersed in a real context, and in this way pupils may be aware that subject contents are
interrelated and connected to real life.
Furthermore, as didactic activities also try to develop communicative and digital competences, the activities
are a fusion of linguistic strategies, digital tools and strategies for learning subject content. The technological
support of these activities are Internet, video, blog and e-portfolio as tools to search and share information, to
discuss and argue, to summarize ideas, conclusions, etc. Moreover e-portfolio has been designed as a tool for
pupils’ self-assessment and as a tool to collect the most relevant information concerning content, thus, we can find
orders in the activities to encourage pupils to select and keep the important information in a final e-portfolio.
Below, we can see in Section III that pupils are asked to create an e-portfolio with acquired content, this will be a
guided task which is supervised by the teacher.
Didactic activities have been organized in three sections, with their subsections including content and
self-evaluating e-portfolios. The last section is dedicated to digital competence, though this competence is also
practiced in activities in every section.
Section I Language and Literature
I.1 Muriel Spark, the writer and the woman
I.2 Muriel Spark and The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie (1961)
I.3 Literary and cultural information: Marcia Blaine School
I.4 Literary information and Social Concerns
I.5 Progress e-portfolio for self-evaluation of pupils’ learning process
I.6 Literary information about Robert Louis Stevenson and Dante
I.7 Progress e-portfolio for self-evaluation of pupils’ learning process
Section II Language, Literature, Geography, Art, History, Culture, Political and Social Concerns
II.1 Language, Literature and Geography: Italy
II.2 Language, Literature, Geography, and Art: Florence and Rome
II.3 Language, Literature and Art: Giotto
II.4 Progress e-portfolio for self-evaluation of pupils' learning process
II.5 Language, Literature, Geography, Culture and Social Concerns: Scotland
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ncerns: Mary Sttuart, Queen off the Scots
II.6 Lannguage, Literatuure, History, Cuulture, Political and Social Con
II.7 Lannguage, Literatuure, History andd Culture: Calviinism
II.8 Progress e-portfoliio for self-evaluuation of pupilss' learning proceess
II.9 Lannguage, Literatuure and Historyy: Spanish Civil War
II.10 Prrogress e-portfoolio for self-evaluation of pupills' learning proccess
Section III Design and Crreate E-Portfolioos
III.1 Deesign and createe an e-portfolio with acquired content
c
III.2 Deesign and createe a self-evaluatiion e-portfolio

3.3 Exaamples of Diidactic Activiities
Now, we
w will show three examplles of didacticc activities ad
ddressed to seecondary schoool pupils ageed 16–18.
3.3.1 Example
E
1: Information about Dante
A. Didaactic Activitiees
(1) Oraal Expression: Describing Images
Here, you
y have two photos
p
that show
w:

T house wherre Dante was boorn in Florence (Italy) in 1265..
The

H tomb in Ravvena (Italy), Daante died in 13221.
His
Try to describe these images, you caan prepare the discussion
d
in gro
oups.

(2) Reaading Compreehension and Vocabulary
Here you
y have a brief paragraph to give you some information ab
bout Dante one of the most unniversal writers. Please, read
the text. Youu can see there are three wordss in Italian, findd the meaning of
o two of them in
i English.
Thhe Divine Com
medy was written by Dante Alighieri
A
betweeen 1308 and his death in 11321. It is wid
dely
considered the most
m important and
a famous work of Italian Liiterature and onne of the greateest works of wo
orld
Litterature. It is ann imaginative annd allegorical vision
v
of the Ch
hristian afterlifee. It is divided innto three parts, the
Infferno, Purgatorrio, and Paradisso.
Could you explain thee meaning of alllegorical?

(3) Seaarching and Giving
G
Literarry Informationn
Think of the names of
o two other unniversal authors, one is English
h and the otherr is Spanish, and give the title of one work
by each authhor.
Look for some inform
mation in Interrnet about theirr life and work
k, select, organiize, and summaarize this inform
mation in 10
lines for eacch author. Thenn, add this inform
mation to your blog.
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(4) Obsserving, Readding and Orall Expression
Look at
a this painting,, and read this brief
b
quotation from
f
the novel by Muriel Sparrk.

“H
Here is a picturee of Dante meeeting Beatrice — it is pronounced Beatrichayy in Italian whicch makes the no
oun
very beautiful — on the Ponte Vecchio.”
V
(46)1
Then answer
a
these quuestions:

W do you thinnk pronounced these words in the novel?
Who

D you remembber the title of thhe famous workk written by Daante?
Do

W was Beatriice?
Who

(5) Seaarching and Giving
G
Inform
mation, Using your Blog
Now go
g further, heree you have thee names of sevveral protagoniists of novels and
a plays writtten by British and Spanish
authors, please produce a table with the naame of the prottagonist, the title of novel/playy, and the name of author.
Discusss in groups, iff you need helpp, look for it in Internet. Then, add this tablee to the blog, pllease use italicss for titles of
books as theey are always written
w
in italicss
Hamleet, Sancho Panzza, Pedro Cresppo (the Mayor of
o Zalamea), Ro
omeo, Juliet, David
D
Copperfieeld, Ophelia, Dulcinea, Don
Juan Tenorio, Oliver Twist.

1

Protagonist

Novvel or Play

Title of Book
B

Name of Auuthor

Hamlett

Play

Hamleet

William Shakespeare

To avoid repettition of footnotess, we would like to
t inform that the numbers appearin
ng between brackkets in texts correspond to the pagee in Muriel Spark,,
The Prime of Miss
M Jean Brodiee (1961) rpt.; Harrdmondsworth, Middlesex:
M
Penguiin, 1971 where quuotations have beeen taken from.
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B. Com
mments
These activities
a
can help to devellop subject coontent, comm
municative and digital com
mpetences in pupils.
p
Subject conttent:
Languaage, Literature.
Topics:
(a) mainn topic: Dante.
(b) relatted to other topics: Muriel Spaark, Shakespearre, Cervantes, Dickens,
D
Zorrillaa, Calderón de la Barca.
Content abiilities:
Establiishing interrelattion among writers, connectingg writers, their works and charracters.
Communicaative competen
nce/skills:
Oral exxpression, listenning, reading coomprehension, writing, lexis.
Linguistic sttrategies:
Oral description, disccussion, skimm
ming and scanniing, summarizin
ng, guessing thhe meaning of words from thee context and
explainning the meaninng of words.
Digital Com
mpetence:
Using the
t blog and intternet, construccting acquired content
c
e-portfo
olio with relevannt selected infoormation.
Transferablle skills:
Interprreting images, giving
g
informattion, making hyypothesis, obseerving and infeerring informatiion, selecting, searching
s
and
organizzing informatioon, sharing inforrmation, leadinng to conclusion
ns, use of digital tools.
Transferablle attitudes:
Autonoomy in learningg, collaborative work, group work,
w
communiccation with otheer colleagues.

3.3.2 Example
E
2: Eddinburgh
A. Didaactic Activitiees
(1) Ediinburgh and other Imporrtant Capitalss: Finding In
nformation inn a Map, Orral Expression, Searchingg
Information. Using your Blog

Look at thee map and find Edinburgh. Is it just a town orr is it the
caapital of Scotlan
nd?
Look at thee map and find London, Cardifff and Belfast.
Look at thee table and matcch column A wiith column B
A

B

Lo
ondon

Scotland

Edin
nburgh

Wales

Caardiff
Beelfast

is the
t capital of

England
Northern Irelaand

Look at thee map and find, at least, two otther important towns
t
of the
United Kingdom
U
m, present some information abbout them to shaare it with
yoour classmates. You can find thhis informationn in Internet. On
nce the most
reelevant informaation is selectedd and organized, add it to your blog.
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(2) Reading Comprehension and Oral Expression
Muriel Spark presents Miss Brodie and her pupils walking along Edinburgh. Here you have three short texts with
quotations from the novel by Muriel Spark. Read them and answer these questions to help you to understand the texts.
“They approached the Old Town which none of the girls had properly seen before, because none of their parents
was so historically minded as to be moved and conduct their young into the reeking network of slums which the
Old Town constituted in those years. The Cannongate, The Grassmarket, The Lawnmarket, were names which
betokened a misty region of crime and desperation; ‘Lawnmarket Man Jailed’. Only Eunice Gardiner and
Monica Douglas had already traversed the High Street on foot on the Royal Mile from the Castle or Holyrood”
(32).
“They had come to the end of Lauriston Place, past the fire station, where they were to get on a tram-car to go to
tea with Miss Brodie in her flat at Churchill. A very long queue of men lined this part of the street. They were
without collars, in shabby suits. They were talking and spitting and smoking little bits of cigarette held between
middle finger and thumb ... ‘You must all pray for the Unemployed ... You all know what the dole is’ ‘Eunice
Gardiner had not heard of it’, and Miss Brodie says: ‘It is the weekly payment made by the State for the relief of
the Unemployed and their families. Sometimes they go and spend their dole on drink before they go home, and
their children starve’” (39).
Sandy, Miss Brodie’s favourite pupil, escapes to wander through “they certainly forbidden quarters of
Edinburgh to look at the blackened monuments and hear the unbelievable curses of drunken men and
women ...” (109).
Questions to be answered during the lesson:

Which parts of Edinburgh do Miss Brodie and her pupils visit?

Where is High Street?

Did they discover any important monuments along their walk?

Where does Miss Brodie live?

How were the unemployed men dressed

What is the meaning of the word dole?

Which districts does Sandy visit on her own?

(3) Literary Criticism, Oral Expression, Writing, Add Conclusions to your Blog.
Re-read the 3 texts of A.2. to compare them, and discuss these statements:

Muriel Spark enjoys describing the city and tells us of the many outings made by Miss Brodie’s pupils.

Spark not only describes the beauty of Edinburgh but also tells us about the way people live in this beautiful city.

The girls of these wealthy Scottish families also see the other world, men without work who survive with difficulty in
this elegant town.

Spark uses Edinburgh as a microcosm to portray Scottish/British society.
Add your agreements and conclusions to your blog.

(4) Social Concerns and Oral Debate.
Points to be discussed

Do you have unemployment in your respective countries?

Do you think governments in Europe try to take the suitable measures to solve this problem?

Do you think Muriel Spark expresses social and political views in this part of the novel?

(5) Simulation: Debating, Writing, Add Conclusions to your Blog
Imagine you are a MP, what will you propose to solve or palliate the problem of unemployment?

Form two groups, prepare a debate and discuss

Add your agreements and conclusions to your blog.

Write about the process of agreement in your discussion. Keep it in your blog for your self-evaluation
e-porfolio.
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(6) Language Awareness: Grammar




Look at the second text in activity A.2., underline the tenses appearing there, and identify the type of tense and its
function.
Look at this sentence You must all pray for the Unemployed ... in the second text in activity A.2.
Look at the table, and identify what this modal verb, must, expresses here.
Advice
Obligation
Permission
Possibility
Opinion

B. Comments
These activities can help to develop subject content, communicative and digital competences in pupils.
Subject content:
Language, Literature. Geography, Art, Culture, Social Concerns.
Topics:
a)
b)

main topic:
Edinburgh.
related to other topics:
Muriel Spark, Scotland, England, Northern Ireland, Social Concerns: Unemployment.

Content abilities:
Locating information in a map, literary criticism, establishing interrelation among concepts appearing in Literature,
Geography, Art, Culture and Social Concerns.
Communicative competence/skills:
Oral expression, listening, reading comprehension, writing and awareness of language: grammar.
Linguistic strategies:
Discussing and debating, simulation, answering questions skimming and scanning, summarizing agreements and
conclusions, matching function and structure in language.
Digital Competence:
Using the blog and internet.
Transferable skills:
Analyzing and arguing, searching, selecting and organizing information, sharing information, leading to agreements and
conclusions, use of digital tools.
Transferable attitudes:
Autonomy in learning, cooperative work, group work, communication with other pupils.

3.3.3 Example 3: Mary Stuart, Queen of the Scots
A. Didactic Activities
(1) Reading and Oral Expression
Now, that you know a lot about Scotland and Edinburgh thanks to Muriel Spark's novel, and other Internet resources, let us
introduce some History. This will be done with a short paragraph with some quotations from the novel:
The positive influence of the history teacher leads Eunice to read historical novels about the life of Mary
Stuart. Queen Mary in the novel represents Scotland, a country which is fighting against English domination.
Scotland has its own history. Several aspects of Edinburgh, the most famous Scottish town, are shown by
Spark. Edinburgh is a historic city full of monuments where, for example, Sandy remembers seeing in
Holyrood Castle Queen Mary's rooms “where the Queen had played cards with Rizzio” (32). Edinburgh is the
city of ideas, beliefs, culture and literature, and, lastly, it is a city having terrible social differences, wealthy
areas and areas of poverty, so different from each other.
Answer these questions:
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Describe the thrree aspects pressented by Murieel Spark about Edinburgh.
D
E
H
Have
you heardd of Queen Maryy before? Tell what
w you know,, in any case yoou will learn moore about her.
W does Queeen Mary represeent in Scotland??
What

(2) Obsserving and Describing
D
Here you
y have a portrray of Mary Stuuart, Queen of the
t Scots. Can you
y describe this portray?

(3) Info
formation aboout Mary Stuuart, Queen of
o the Scots: Reading and Oral Expreession. Using
g your Blog::
Summarizinng
Now, learn
l
somethingg about Mary Stuart,
S
Queen off the Scots
Maary, Queen of Scots
S
was one of
o the most fasccinating and con
ntroversial monnarchs of 16th ccentury Europe.. At
onne time, she claaimed the crow
wns of four nattions — Scotlaand, France, Enngland and Irelland. Her physiical
beauty and kind heart were ackknowledged even by her enem
mies. Yet she lacked
l
the poliitical skills to rule
r
m
and scanndal; her third was
w
succcessfully in Sccotland. Her seccond marriage was unpopular and ended in murder
even less popularr and ended in forced abdicattion in favour of
o her infant soon. She fled to England in 15
568,
H presence was dangerous foor the English Q
Queen, who feaared
hooping for the help of her cousinn, Elizabeth I. Her
Caatholic plotting on Mary’s behhalf. The two Queens
Q
never met
m and Mary remained
r
imprissoned for the next
n
ninneteen years. Shhe was executeed in 1587, onlyy forty-four yeaars old. By ordeers of the Englissh government,, all
of her possessionns were burnedd. In 1603, upoon Elizabeth’s death, Mary’s son became kiing of England
d as
mes I.
Jam
Answeer these questioons:

E
Explain
some off the features thhat make Queenn Mary so fascin
nating.

H many Kinggdoms did she claim?
How
c

W
Where
did she thhink she could have shelter annd protection an
nd why?

W she really a refugee in Enggland?
Was

D you think shhe was betrayedd by her cousin, Elizabeth I? Give
Do
G reasons whhy or why not.

W do you thinnk she was impprisoned in Enggland?
Why

W inherited thhe English throone after Queenn Elizabeth's deaath?
Who

C you remem
Can
mber when Englaand and Scotlannd were united??

S
Summarize
the main
m ideas in thhe text, add them to the blog. Keep
K
this inform
mation for yourr e-portfolio.
ROLE
E PLAY: Imaginne a short dialoogue among botth Queens. Prep
pare this dialoggue in two grouups. Then, two girls
g
play the
role of Maryy, Queen of the Scots and Queeen Elizabeth I. The rest of the group act as thhe audience in a theatre.
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(4) History, Political and Social Concerns: Reading and Debating. Using your Blog: Writing
Here, you have a text with quotations from the novel where you can see Muriel Spark’s views about nationalism.
Politically, Spark does not defend the views of extreme nationalism. She is a European: “We are Europeans”
(33), Miss Brodie says. In Chapter III, Spark distinguishes Jean Brodie from her colleagues in Marcia Blaine
School by describing her as a European in contrast to the others who are Scottish Nationalists: “Some assisted
in the Scottish Nationalist Movement; others, like Miss Brodie called themselves Europeans and Edinburgh a
European capital” (43).
Now you can discuss about the topic of nationalism, and add your conclusions to your blog.
Points to be discussed:

Nationalism in your own country

Pros and cons of nationalism

Nationalism has not a place in our global world

B. Comments
These activities can help to develop subject content, communicative and digital competences in pupils.
Subject content:
Language, Literature. History, Culture, Political and Social Concerns.
Topics:
c)
d)

main topic:
Mary Stuart, Queen of the Scots.
related to other topics:
Muriel Spark, Scotland, England, Edinburgh, nationalism.

Content abilities:
Literary criticism, establishing interrelation among concepts appearing in Literature, History, Culture and Political and
Social Concerns.
Communicative competence/skills:
Oral expression, listening, reading comprehension, writing.
Linguistic strategies:
Describing, discussing and debating, answering questions, role-play, skimming and scanning, summarizing, writing
agreements and conclusions.
Digital Competence:
Using the blog and internet, constructing the e-portfolio with relevant selected information.
Transferable skills:
Observing images and inferring information, inferring symbolism, analyzing, arguing, making hypotheses, searching,
selecting and organizing information, sharing information, leading to agreements and conclusions, use of digital tools.
Transferable attitudes:
Autonomy in learning, collaborative work, group work, communication with other pupils.

4. Conclusion
As it has been seen in the didactic activities presented in this article, we could conclude that the innovative
pedagogical side of this project lies in the integration of subject content and communicative and digital
competences, and in considering language and technology main tools to facilitate the learning of subject content.
Language strategies and techniques improve communicative competence in English and in mother tongue,
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promoting, at the same time, linguistic diversity as six languages are involved in the project, moreover these
linguistic strategies used during lessons can be a tool for student teachers or teachers to be sure that concepts,
ideas, knowledge in the different subjects of the curriculum have been understood and acquired by pupils. Another
added value is the incorporation of ICT in everyday life at schools and in the university facilitating metacognitive
and significant learning which will help pupils and student teachers to face the future. The project didactic
materials foster digital education at school, and promotes a change in attitude and practice among student teachers
through initial teacher training so that they are capable of implementing this methodology in their future lessons.
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